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Fair Work Act 2009  

s.394—Unfair dismissal 

Faau Faau 

v 

Canopy Tree Pty Ltd 
(U2023/4669) 

COMMISSIONER MATHESON SYDNEY, 8 NOVEMBER 2023 

Application for unfair dismissal remedy  

 

[1] On 29 May 2023, Mr Faau Faau (Applicant) made an application to the Fair Work 

Commission (Commission) under s.394 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act) for a 

remedy, alleging that he had been unfairly dismissed from his employment with Canopy Tree 

Pty Ltd (Respondent). The Applicant seeks financial compensation. 

 

When can the Commission order a remedy for unfair dismissal? 

 

[1] Section 390 of the FW Act provides that the Commission may order a remedy if: 

 

(a) the Commission is satisfied that the Applicant was protected from unfair dismissal 

at the time of being dismissed; and 

 

(b) the Applicant has been unfairly dismissed. 

 

[2] Both limbs must be satisfied. I am therefore required to consider whether the Applicant 

was protected from unfair dismissal at the time of being dismissed and, if I am satisfied that the 

Applicant was so protected, whether the Applicant has been unfairly dismissed. 

 

When is a person protected from unfair dismissal? 

 

[3] Section 382 of the FW Act provides that a person is protected from unfair dismissal if, 

at the time of being dismissed: 

 

(a) the person is an employee who has completed a period of employment with his or 

her employer of at least the minimum employment period; and 

 

(b) one or more of the following apply: 

 

(i) a modern award covers the person; 

(ii) an enterprise agreement applies to the person in relation to the employment; 
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(iii) the sum of the person’s annual rate of earnings, and such other amounts (if 

any) worked out in relation to the person in accordance with the regulations, 

is less than the high-income threshold. 

 

When has a person been unfairly dismissed? 

 

[4] Section 385 of the FW Act provides that a person has been unfairly dismissed if the 

Commission is satisfied that: 

 

(a) the person has been dismissed; and 

 

(b) the dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable; and 

 

(c) the dismissal was not consistent with the Small Business Fair Dismissal Code; and 

 

(d) the dismissal was not a case of genuine redundancy. 

 

Background 

 

[5] The uncontested factual background to the matter is as follows: 

 

• The Respondent is a small business based in the Southern Highlands that undertakes 

tree removal, cutting and pruning and services undertaken by arborists. 

• The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent in March 2022. 

• A letter, incorrectly dated 17 October 2023 (Termination Letter), was given to the 

Applicant on 17 May 2023 stating that the termination of the Applicant’s employment 

would be effective from 12 May 2023 and that the reasons for termination included: 

o using company fuel cards for personal use without authorisation between June 

and August 2022;  

o being “implicated” in a personal item being stolen from a truck in February 

2023; 

o not communicating regarding leaving site on 8 May 2023; 

o “deliberately deceiving the workers compensation insurer” regarding the time 

he left on site on 8 May 2023. 

• The Applicant was off work and had made a workers’ compensation claim at the time 

of his dismissal. 

 

The hearing 

 

[6] There being contested facts involved, the Commission is obliged by s.397 of the FW 

Act to conduct a conference or hold a hearing. 

 

[7] After taking into account the views of the Applicant and the Respondent and whether a 

hearing would be the most effective and efficient way to resolve the matter, I considered it 

appropriate to hold a conference for the matter (s.399 of the FW Act). 

 

[8] The hearing was held on 16 August 2023. The Applicant sought the assistance of his 

friend Mr Gene Balamoan who is not a lawyer or a paid agent on the basis that he has some 
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difficulties with language and literacy. I was satisfied that these difficulties impede the 

Applicant’s communication and enabled Mr Balamoan to assist the Applicant during the 

proceedings. The Respondent was self-represented before the Commission. 

 

Witnesses 

 

[9] Neither the Applicant nor Mr Ford, Director of the Respondent, filed witness statements. 

During the hearing I apprehended that both the Applicant and Mr Ford would be making 

representations about relevant matters. When I made that observation Mr Ford noted that those 

matters are detailed in his submissions and the Applicant said the same of his submissions. In 

the circumstances and given the contested facts between the parties, who did not have the 

benefit of legal representation, I asked both the Applicant and Mr Ford to take an oath or 

affirmation and to the extent that the parties addressed matters raised in their submissions I 

would treat that as their evidence. Both parties were content with that course of action. 

 

[10] As such, the Applicant gave evidence on his own behalf and the following witnesses 

also gave evidence on his behalf: 

 

• James Tansey, a former co-worker of the Applicant; 

• Gene Balamoan, a friend of the Applicant. 

 

[11] The following witnesses gave evidence on behalf of the Respondent: 

 

• Mr Nicholas Ford, Director of the Respondent; 

• Matthew Roberts, a full-time employee of the Respondent who has recently completed 

a Certificate III in Arboriculture; 

• Christopher Sean Holmes, a full-time employee of the Respondent who is currently 

studying toward a Certificate III in Arboriculture with funding assistance from the 

Respondent. 

 

Submissions 

 

[12] The Applicant filed submissions in the Commission on 12 July 2023. The Respondent 

filed submissions in the Commission on 1 August 2023.  

 

[13] Final written submissions were filed by the Applicant on 9 August 2023. A further 

statutory declaration of Christopher Sean Holmes was filed by the Respondent on 10 August 

2023 together with submissions appearing in the body of an email.  

 

Has the Applicant been dismissed? 

 

[14] A threshold issue to determine is whether the Applicant has been dismissed from his 

employment. 

 

[15] Section 386(1) of the FW Act provides that the Applicant has been dismissed if: 

 

(a) the Applicant’s employment with the Respondent has been terminated on the 

Respondent’s initiative; or 
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(b) the Applicant has resigned from their employment but was forced to do so because 

of conduct, or a course of conduct, engaged in by the Respondent. 

 

[16] Section 386(2) of the FW Act sets out circumstances where an employee has not been 

dismissed, none of which are presently relevant. 

 

[17] There was no dispute and I find that the Applicant’s employment with the Respondent 

was terminated at the initiative of the Respondent. 

 

[18] I am therefore satisfied that the Applicant has been dismissed within the meaning of 

s.385 of the FW Act.  

 

Initial matters 

 

[19] Under section 396 of the FW Act, the Commission is obliged to decide the following 

matters before considering the merits of the application: 

 

(a) whether the application was made within the period required in subsection 394(2); 

 

(b) whether the person was protected from unfair dismissal; 

 

(c) whether the dismissal was consistent with the Small Business Fair Dismissal Code; 

 

(d) whether the dismissal was a case of genuine redundancy. 

 

Was the application made within the period required? 

 

[20] Section 394(2) requires an application to be made within 21 days after the dismissal 

took effect. 

 

[21] It is not disputed, and I find that the Applicant was dismissed from his employment on 

17 May 2023 and made the application on 29 May 2023. I am therefore satisfied that the 

application was made within the period required in subsection 394(2). 

 

Was the Applicant protected from unfair dismissal at the time of dismissal? 

 

[22] I have set out above when a person is protected from unfair dismissal. 

 

Minimum employment period 

 

[23] It was not in dispute, and I find that the Respondent was a small business employer, 

having fewer than 15 employees at the relevant time. 

 

[24] It was not in dispute, and I find that the Applicant was an employee. 

 

[25] In his Form F2 unfair dismissal application (Form F2) the Applicant indicates that he 

commenced employment on 28 March 2022. The Respondent indicated in its ‘Form F3 – 
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Employer response to unfair dismissal application’ (Form F3) that the Applicant commenced 

employment on 30 April 2023. It is apparent that this is an error as a copy of the Applicant’s 

employment contract was filed by the Respondent indicating that the Applicant’s start date was 

30 March 2022 and certain events referred to by the Respondent in relation to the Applicant’s 

employment pre-date 30 April 2023. During the hearing Mr Ford clarified that the Applicant’s 

commencement date was 30 March 2022, and this was not disputed by the Applicant. I find that 

the Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent on 30 March 2022.  

 

[26] In his Form F2 the Applicant states that he was dismissed on 17 May 2023. The 

Termination Letter is incorrectly dated 17 October 2023 and refers to the Applicant’s 

employment having been terminated effective 12 May 2023. The Respondent indicates in its 

Form F3 that the dismissal took effect on 15 May 2023 but also states that it notified the 

Applicant of his dismissal on 17 May 2023.  

 

[27] A dismissal does not take effect unless it is communicated to the employee1 and where 

the communication is in writing only, the communication must be received by the employee in 

order for the termination to be effective.2 

 

[28] It is not in contention that the Applicant was first notified of his dismissal by way of the 

Termination Letter on 17 May 2023 and this is when it was received by the Applicant. As such 

I find that 17 May 2023 was the date of the Applicant’s dismissal.  

 

[29] As I have found that the Applicant commenced employment on 30 March 2022 and was 

dismissed on 17 May 2023, I find that the Applicant was employed for a period in excess of 12 

months. 

 

[30] I am therefore satisfied that, at the time of dismissal, the Applicant was an employee 

who had completed a period of employment with the Respondent of at least the minimum 

employment period. 

 

Applicant’s annual rate of earnings and modern award coverage  

 

[31] The Respondent indicated in its Form F3 that the Applicant was earning a gross amount 

of $1440 per week at the time of his dismissal. This is consistent with the Applicant’s Contract 

of Employment filed by the Respondent which indicates a base salary of $74,880.  

 

[32] It was not in dispute, and I find that, at the time of dismissal, the sum of the Applicant’s 

annual rate of earnings being $74,880, was less than the high-income threshold, which, for a 

dismissal taking effect on or before 30 June 2023, is $162,000. 

 

[33] Further, the Applicant’s Contract of Employment states that the Applicant will be 

‘employed under the Horticulture Award 2020’ and I am satisfied that the Applicant is a modern 

award covered employee.  

 

[34] I am therefore satisfied that, at the time of dismissal, the Applicant was a person 

protected from unfair dismissal. 

 

Was the dismissal a case of genuine redundancy? 
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[35] Under s.389 of the FW Act, a person’s dismissal was a case of genuine redundancy if: 

 

(a) the employer no longer required the person’s job to be performed by anyone because 

of changes in the operational requirements of the employer’s enterprise; and 

 

(b) the employer has complied with any obligation in a modern award or enterprise 

agreement that applied to the employment to consult about the redundancy. 

 

[36] It was not in dispute, and I find that the Applicant’s dismissal was not due to the 

Respondent no longer requiring the Applicant’s job to be performed by anyone because of 

changes in the operational requirements of the Respondent’s enterprise. 

 

[37] I am therefore satisfied that the dismissal was not a case of genuine redundancy. 

 

Was the dismissal consistent with the Small Business Fair Dismissal Code? 

 

[38] Section 388 of the FW Act provides that a person’s dismissal was consistent with the 

Small Business Fair Dismissal Code (Code) if: 

 

(a) immediately before the time of the dismissal or at the time the person was given 

notice of the dismissal (whichever happened first), the person’s employer was a 

small business employer; and 

 

(b) the employer complied with the Small Business Fair Dismissal Code in relation to 

the dismissal. 

 

[39] As mentioned above, I find that the Respondent was a small business employer within 

the meaning of s.23 of the FW Act at the relevant time, having fewer than 15 employees 

(including casual employees employed on a regular and systematic basis). 

 

[40] It is therefore necessary to consider whether the Respondent complied with the Code in 

relation to the dismissal. 

 

[41] In deciding whether the Code has been complied with it is necessary to consider the 

nature of the dismissal to determine which part of the Code would have application. This is 

because the Code divides the different types of dismissal into the categories of “Summary 

Dismissal” and “Other Dismissal” and states: 

 

 “The Code 

 

 Summary Dismissal 

 

 It is fair for an employer to dismiss an employee without notice or warning when the 

employer believes on reasonable grounds that the employee’s conduct is sufficiently 

serious to justify immediate dismissal. Serious misconduct includes theft, fraud, 

violence and serious breaches of occupational health and safety procedures. For a 

dismissal to be deemed fair it is sufficient, though not essential, that an allegation of 
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theft, fraud or violence be reported to the police. Of course, the employer must have 

reasonable grounds for making the report.  

 

 Other Dismissal 

 

 In other cases, the small business employer must give the employee a reason why he or 

she is at risk of being dismissed. The reason must be a valid reason based on the 

employee’s conduct or capacity to do the job.  

 

 The employee must be warned verbally or preferably in writing, that he or she risks 

being dismissed if there is no improvement.  

 

The small business employer must provide the employee with an opportunity to respond 

to the warning and give the employee a reasonable chance to rectify the problem, having 

regard to the employee’s response. Rectifying the problem might involve the employer 

providing additional training and ensuring the employee knows the employer’s job 

expectations. 

 

 Procedural Matters 

 

 In discussions with an employee in circumstances where dismissal is possible, the 

employee can have another person present to assist. However, the other person cannot 

be a lawyer acting in a professional capacity. 

 

 A small business employer will be required to provide evidence of compliance with the 

Code if the employee makes a claim for unfair dismissal to Fair Work Australia, 

including evidence that a warning has been given (except in cases of summary 

dismissal). Evidence may include a completed checklist, copies of written warning(s), 

a statement of termination or signed witness statements”. 

 

[42] In its Form F3, the Respondent states that the reasons for the Applicant’s dismissal 

were:3 

 

1. Using a company fuel card without authorisation from June to August 2022. 

2. A belief that on 7 March 2023 the Applicant removed Nicholas Ford’s (a Director of 

the Respondent) wallet from a truck, took approximately $600 in cash from that wallet 

and “chucked” the wallet in a neighbouring property 3 metres from where the Applicant 

was working. 

3. Abandonment of work with no communication to Nicholas Ford on 15 May 2023 (I 

note this appears to have been intended as a reference to 8 May 2023). 

4. Deceiving/lying to the Respondent’s workers’ compensation insurer regarding the time 

he left site on Monday 15 May 2023. 

 

[43] This is broadly consistent with the reasons for termination provided in the Termination 

Letter which were stated as: 

 

• “Using Company Fuel Cards for personal use, without authorisation June to August 

2022.” 
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• “Implicated in person item being stolen from truck February 2023.” 

• “No communication regarding leaving site on the 8 May 2023.” 

• “Deliberately deceiving workers compensation insurer regarding time left site on 8 May 

2023.” 

 

[44] In its submissions filed on 5 August 2023, the Respondent refers a further reason for 

dismissal being “failing to report an injury to [the Respondent] in a timely manner”. 

 

[45] In Ryman v Thrash Pty Ltd T/A Wishart’s Automotive Services4 the Full Bench 

considered the Code and said, drawing on its earlier conclusions and the ratio in Pinawin T/A 

RoseVi.Hair.Face.Body v Domingo5 and, in considering whether the Summary Dismissal 

section of the Code had application, found that the Code operates in the following way: 

 

“(1)  If a small business employer has dismissed an employee without notice – that 

is, with immediate effect – on the ground that the employee has committed 

serious misconduct that falls within the definition in reg.1.07, then it is necessary 

for the Commission to consider whether the dismissal was consistent with the 

“Summary dismissal” section of the Code. All other types of dismissals by small 

business employers are to be considered under the “Other dismissal” section of 

the Code. 

 

(2)  In assessing whether the “Summary dismissal” section of the Code was 

complied with, it is necessary to determine first whether the employer genuinely 

held a belief that the employee’s conduct was sufficiently serious to justify 

immediate dismissal and, second whether the employer’s belief was, objectively 

speaking, based on reasonable grounds. Whether the employer has carried out a 

reasonable investigation into the matter will be relevant to the second element”. 

 

[46] It is not in dispute, and I am satisfied that in this case that the Applicant’s dismissal 

occurred with immediate effect, without provision of notice. 

 

[47] The next consideration is whether the dismissal was on the grounds of serious 

misconduct. Regulation 1.07 of the FW Regulations defines serious misconduct as follows: 

 

 “Meaning of serious misconduct 

 

(1) For the definition of serious misconduct in section 12 of the Act, serious misconduct 

has its ordinary meaning. 

 

(2) For subregulation (1), conduct that is serious misconduct includes both of the 

following: 

(a) wilful or deliberate behaviour by an employee that is inconsistent with the 

continuation of the contract of employment; 

(b) conduct that causes serious and imminent risk to: 

(i) the health or safety of a person; or 

(ii) the reputation, viability or profitability of the employer’s business. 

 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/cth/consol_reg/fwr2009223/s3.37.html#definition
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(3) For subregulation (1), conduct that is serious misconduct includes each of the 

following: 

 

 (a) the employee, in the course of the employee’s employment, engaging in: 

   (i)  theft; or 

   (ii)  fraud; or 

   (iii)  assault; or 

   (iv)  sexual harassment; 

 

(b) the employee being intoxicated at work; 

 

(c) the employee refusing to carry out a lawful and reasonable instruction that 

is consistent with the employee’s contract of employment. 

 

(4) Subregulation (3) does not apply if the employee is able to show that, in the  

circumstances, the conduct engaged in by the employee was not conduct that made 

employment in the period of notice unreasonable. 

 

(5) For paragraph (3)(b), an employee is taken to be intoxicated if the employee’s  

faculties are, by reason of the employee being under the influence of intoxicating 

liquor or a drug (except a drug administered by, or taken in accordance with the 

directions of, a person lawfully authorised to administer the drug), so impaired that 

the employee is unfit to be entrusted with the employee’s duties or with any duty 

that the employee may be called upon to perform.” 

 

[48] I consider the dismissal grounds provided by the Respondent in further detail below. 

 

The company fuel card issue 

 

[49] In its submissions filed with the Commission on 1 August 2023, the Respondent 

provided the following account of events: 

 

• All of the Respondent’s vehicles run on diesel fuel. Only its chainsaws and stump 

grinders (which are rarely used) take unleaded fuel. 

• The Applicant had been loaned a work utility vehicle so he could get to work as his own 

car was in for repairs.  

• While the Applicant was not charged for the use of the utility vehicle, he was told he 

had to fill the vehicle with diesel fuel using his own money when travelling to and from 

work and if he used the utility vehicle on weekends. 

• The Applicant would also take a small white truck home at the end of the day if working 

close to where he lived the next day and occasionally on weekends for the same reason. 

The Applicant would also borrow the truck occasionally on weekends to move things 

from his home. 

• On Monday 19 September 2022, Mr Ford received a call from a petrol station located 

in Moss Vale to advise that a fuel card for the truck had been found there over the 

weekend. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/cth/consol_reg/fwr2009223/s3.31.html#paragraph
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• Mr Ford messaged the Applicant asking him to pick up the fuel card as the Applicant 

lived in Moss Vale and Mr Ford believed he had used the fuel card. The Applicant did 

not reply to the message. 

• Mr Ford went to the petrol station the following day to pick up the fuel card. 

• On Sunday 2 October 2022 Mr Ford looked at the online statement and transactions for 

the fuel cards as statements arrive by email on the second day of each month. Mr Ford 

noticed a charge on the card for the utility vehicle at 6.10pm on 19 September 2022 for 

unleaded fuel. Mr Ford became curious as the Applicant did not have a work vehicle 

that afternoon and no diesel was purchased. 

• Mr Ford looked into the statements and transactions further and found another six 

transactions for unleaded fuel with all transactions being recorded after hours and with 

two being on a weekend. The Respondent attached the relevant statements to its 

submissions.  

• Mr Ford also checked whether the fuel card for the utility car was in the car and 

discovered it was not. 

• On 3 October 2022 Mr Ford questioned the Applicant about the transactions. The 

Applicant admitted that he had used the card to fill up his own car and apologised. Mr 

Ford asked the Applicant where the fuel card for the utility vehicle was and the 

Applicant said he had it, took it out of his wallet and gave it to Mr Ford. 

• Mr Ford gave the Applicant a verbal warning in the presence of Christopher Holmes 

and explained that the fuel cards were not for personal use and must stay in their 

respective vehicles. Mr Ford did not ask the Applicant to refund the money taken. 

 

[50] Mr Ford’s evidence during the hearing was broadly consistent with this account of 

events.  

 

[51] The Applicant submitted that the accusation that he used the company fuel card for 

personal use without authorisation is false and that the company fuel card was used to fill up 

company vehicles and company fuel storage containers. 

 

The missing wallet 

 

[52] By way of summary, the Form F3 filed by the Respondent together with the 

Respondent’s submissions filed with the Commission on 1 August 2023 provide the following 

account of events on 7 March 2023: 

 

• On 7 March 2023 the Respondent was carrying out work on a property in the southern 

highlands in a very quiet street.  

• Mr Ford drove a truck to the site in the morning and the Applicant drove his car to the 

site with another employee James Tansey. 

• The Respondent had been given access to a property to carry out hedge work bordering 

the site (access site). 

• Mr Ford left the site at around 10am to undertake a quotation. 

• Christopher Holmes, an employee of the Respondent, rang Mr Ford to tell him that he 

had left his wallet in the truck. 

• Mr Ford returned to the site within 45-50 minutes of leaving and discovered his wallet 

was missing. 
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• Mr Ford asked all employees if they had seen it and asked them to empty their pockets. 

The Applicant was in the mobile platform (EWP) at this time and emptied his pockets 

while he was still in the EWP. The Applicant did not come down from the EWP while 

Mr Ford was on site.  

• The client and the resident at the access property said they had not seen anyone walk or 

drive past.  

• Mr Ford cancelled his cards believing the wallet had been lost. 

• Later in the day Christopher Holmes told Mr Ford that the Applicant had left site, 

brought drinks and food for employees and brought them back to site. The Respondent 

suggests this was unusual as the Applicant “never seemed to have money on his person”. 

In its submissions the Respondent elaborates on this stating that Christopher Holmes 

told Mr Ford that the Applicant had come down from the EWP not long after Mr Ford 

had left the site, gone into the truck and went to Mittagong to go to the toilet and was 

back by the time Mr Ford got back to site, bringing back food and without asking or 

telling other crew members he had left site in the first place. The Respondent submitted 

that the Applicant could have used the client’s toilet instead of going to Mittagong. 

• The following day Mr Ford received a call from the owners of a property near where 

the Applicant had been working advising that their dog had found his wallet on their 

back fence line. 

• The Applicant was working from the EWP in the northwest corner of the access site, 3 

metres from and which backs onto the property where the wallet was found. The 

Applicant was the only one working from the EWP. There was no public access from 

the street to where the wallet was found. 

• When the wallet was found it was slightly damaged by the dog, but all of its contents 

were in place except for $600 in cash which was missing. 

• On his way home Mr Ford called into Mittagong Police Station and spoke to a police 

officer over the phone who advised it would be too difficult to take fingerprints from 

the wallet as it had been outside overnight and had been in a dog’s mouth. As a result, 

Mr Ford decided not to pursue the matter further. 

• On 9 March 2023 Mr Ford spoke to all employees in the yard before they left for their 

first job of the day, both individually and as a group, including the Applicant. Mr Ford 

asked employees about the incident and what they thought, and all employees said they 

suspected the Applicant of taking the wallet. Mr Ford gave employees until the 

following Monday to decide if they felt comfortable about the Applicant still working 

for the Respondent and gave the Applicant time to “rethink his position”. 

• The following Monday morning Mr Ford spoke to employees other than the Applicant 

who said it was up to Mr Ford to decide what to do. Mr Ford spoke to the Applicant and 

“explained that all evidence pointed to him regarding the missing wallet”. Mr Ford said 

he “did not accuse him directly” but “just pointed out the facts” and that the Applicant 

did not “put up an argument”. Mr Ford chose not to take the incident any further and 

gave the Applicant a second verbal warning.  

• Mr Ford said on 15 March 2023 he received a phone call from a person asking for the 

Applicant and who would not give her name or reason for ringing. The person rang a 

second time and when Mr Ford called back later that day, he got a message service and 

realised the person was a lawyer. 

 

[53] Mr Ford’s evidence during the hearing was broadly consistent with this account of 

events.  
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[54] The Applicant filed a statutory declaration of James Tansey, a former employee of the 

Respondent who had worked with the Respondent for 12 weeks. Mr Tansey also appeared as a 

witness during the hearing. In his statutory declaration Mr Tansey alleges racial discrimination 

by Mr Ford in relation to the Applicant and states that he was present when Mr Ford accused 

the Applicant of stealing his wallet and asked him to empty his pockets. 

 

[55] The Respondent filed a statutory declaration of Christopher Holmes who also appeared 

to give evidence during the hearing. Mr Holmes’ evidence was that: 

 

• On 7 March 2023 Mr Ford came to a site on which Mr Holmes and the Applicant were 

working and left at around 10am to go and do a quote elsewhere. 

• After Mr Ford left, the Applicant went to Mittagong to go to the toilet and also brought 

back food and drinks for employees which Mr Holmes said, “seemed strange and out of 

character”. 

• Mr Holmes went into the truck and found Mr Ford’s wallet on the truck dashboard. Mr 

Holmes’ evidence during the hearing was that the Applicant had already left to go to the 

toilet and buy food when he found Mr Ford’s wallet in the truck. 

• Mr Holmes then rang Mr Ford to let him know his wallet was in the truck as Mr Ford 

had mentioned he may not be back on site that day. 

• Mr Ford came back and went to get the wallet, but the wallet was missing. 

• Mr Ford spoke to Mr Tansey who had only been employed by the Respondent for a 

week at that time and asked him to empty his pockets. 

• Mr Ford went over to the Applicant who was in the EWP and asked him to empty his 

pockets. The Applicant did so but stayed in the EWP. 

• Mr Ford spoke to the client and person in the neighbouring property used to access the 

site who said they had not seen anybody except the Respondent’s employees on site that 

morning.  

• At no point was Mr Ford aggressive or racist and did not call the Applicant or Mr Tansey 

any racist or other names. 

• Mr Ford notified employees via group text that the neighbour had found the wallet in a 

hedge. 

 

[56] The Respondent also filed a statutory declaration of Matthew Roberts who also appeared 

to give evidence during the hearing. In his statutory declaration Mr Roberts states, with 

reference to other employees of the Respondent that “we all had our suspicions it was him”, 

suggesting that Mr Roberts suspected the Applicant of stealing the wallet. However, during the 

hearing Mr Roberts clarified that he wasn’t on site but suspected two or three people who may 

have taken the wallet as he understood there were four or five people on the ground. 

 

[57] In its Form F3 the Respondent stated based on “deception and lies about fuel card misuse 

in 2022” and that Mr Ford “had lent small amounts of cash to [the Applicant] when he had 

asked and [the Applicant] had not returned the cash”, it had strong suspicions the Applicant had 

taken the wallet. The Respondent goes on to say that Mr Ford “had given him the benefit of the 

doubt as [he] did with the fuel card incident.” Mr Ford’s evidence during the hearing was that 

he never outrightly accused the Applicant of stealing the wallet. However, in its submissions 

the Respondent states that “all reasonable evidence points to [the Applicant] taking the wallet 
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from the truck and discarding the wallet in [a] hedge…where it was found, by the dog, the next 

day”. This has the character of an accusation of theft. 

 

[58] The Applicant submits that the allegation is false, and he was subjected to racial and 

verbal abuse after being called down from the EWP and forced to turn out his pockets.  

 

Allegation of abandonment and failure to report injury in a timely manner 

 

[59] In its submissions filed with the Commission on 1 August 2023, the Respondent 

provided the following account of events: 

 

• On Monday 8 May 2023 at 7.30am, Mr Ford, the Applicant, Mr Holmes and Justin 

Rigby, another employee of the Respondent, attended a site in Bargo. Mr Ford showed 

employees what was required to be done and how before leaving the site at around 8am 

to attend to another job. 

• Mr Ford returned to the Bargo site with a truck load of cuttings at 10am and was then 

informed that the Applicant had gone back to the yard with Mr Rigby and had gone 

home. The Respondent submitted that Applicant had not told anyone why he left the 

site and did not text or ring Mr Ford with a reason. 

• At 2.29pm the following day, Tuesday 9 May 2023, Mr Ford received a text message 

from the Applicant of a picture of a WorkCover NSW – Certificate of Capacity 

(Certificate) with no description. Mr Ford replied and said he would “organise with 

iCare”. The Applicant did not reply to the text, did not return to work and did not offer 

any explanation. 

• The Certificate indicated the Applicant had sustained an injury to his finger on Tuesday 

2 May 2023.  

• Mr Ford had noticed a bandage on the Applicant’s finger on Friday 5 May 2023 and 

asked him what had happened. The Applicant said he had cut his finger but believed it 

was getting better and did not need treatment. Mr Ford said to him he should get it 

looked at and did not hear anything else about this until receiving the text from the 

Applicant on Tuesday 9 May 2023. 

• The Applicant was paid for the full week of work that week on Friday 12 May. 

• The Applicant only provided reasons for leaving working after the termination of his 

employment. 

 

[60] The Applicant provided the following account of events regarding his leaving site on 8 

May 2023 and in the days that preceded this: 

 

• On Tuesday 2 May 2023 the Applicant cut his hand at work and asked Mr Rigby to 

assist him in strapping the injury. Mr Rigby and Mr Holmes assisted him with this. 

• The Applicant continued working on Wednesday 3 May and Thursday 4 May 2023. On 

Thursday 4 May 2023 the Applicant saw Mr Ford at the work site, told Mr Ford about 

his injury and said he was letting him know about the injury in case it became infected, 

and he needed to see a doctor or go to hospital. The Applicant said that Mr Ford 

responded by saying “you’ll be fine, keep it clean and keep it covered up.” 

• On Friday 5 May 2023 the Applicant was working in Sydney and Mr Holmes offered 

to buy coffee, with the Applicant accepting the offer. At lunch time the Applicant asked 

Mr Holmes if he could order some food for the employees on site and the Applicant 
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volunteered to meet the cost of the food. Mr Holmes ordered four pizzas and some 

drinks, the employees finished eating and continued work. 

• On Monday 8 May 2023 the Applicant attended for work and Mr Ford helped employees 

on site set up for a job before leaving to attend to another job. Mr Holmes told the 

Applicant that on Friday Mr Ford had questioned him about who had purchased coffee 

and Mr Holmes told Mr Ford he had paid for it. Mr Holmes also said that Mr Ford had 

asked who bought the pizzas and Mr Holmes told Mr Ford that he had ordered the pizzas 

and the Applicant had paid for them to which Mr Ford responded, “do I need to go check 

my wallet?” 

• When the Applicant heard this, he became very upset and angry and felt he needed to 

leave site to “cool down”.  

• The Applicant told his colleagues, including Mr Holmes who was his supervisor, that 

he was leaving the site and Mr Rigby dropped him back to the yard. 

• During the hearing the Applicant said he was very angry and upset, he did not recall 

what time he left, he did not communicate with Mr Ford about leaving the site and did 

not communicate with Mr Ford at all until he texted him a copy of the medical certificate 

on Tuesday 9 May 2023. 

 

[61] The Respondent filed a further statutory declaration of Mr Holmes on 10 August 2023 

that provides a different account of events. In that Statutory declaration Mr Holmes indicates 

that on Friday 5 May after the pizzas had been bought by the Applicant that he said to the 

Applicant as a joke “Nick said does he need to check his wallet”. Mr Holmes also states in his 

statutory declaration that when the Applicant left the site on Monday 8 May, the Applicant 

didn’t tell him he was going, and he only found out from another employee that the Applicant 

had left site. Mr Holmes clarified this was Mr Rigby when he returned from dropping the 

Applicant back to the yard. Mr Holmes confirmed that he acts as site supervisor when Mr Ford 

is not on site. 

 

[62] During cross examination Mr Holmes was asked whether Mr Ford had made the 

comment about the wallet or whether it was a joke that Mr Holmes had made. Mr Holmes 

responded saying Mr Ford had “said something like that” but “it was not to that point” and that 

the comment was “more of a joke”. Mr Holmes’ evidence was that he made the comment about 

the wallet to the Applicant on the Friday and that the Applicant “brought it back up” on Monday. 

 

[63] During the hearing Mr Ford’s evidence was that he found out from other employees that 

the Applicant had left site between 8am and 9am in the morning on Monday 8 May and that he 

did not receive any communication from the Applicant about this. Mr Ford said he had believed 

that the Applicant had left work because of the “workers’ compensation issue” and did not find 

out until the Thursday or Friday before the hearing the reasons for the Applicant leaving site, 

being that Mr Holmes had made the comment about the wallet. Mr Ford indicated that he now 

believes the Applicant made his workers’ compensation claim out of spite and that he didn’t 

come to this realisation until the Thursday or Friday before the hearing when he had discussions 

with other employees.  

 

[64] Mr Ford’s evidence was that he did not contact the Applicant when he found out he had 

left site and did not have any conversations with the Applicant about why he left work prior to 

his dismissal. 
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Allegation that the Applicant lied to workers’ compensation insurer 

 

[65] In its submissions filed with the Commission on 1 August 2023, the Respondent 

provided the following account of events: 

 

• Mr Ford received a call from Ibrahim H of EML, the appointed claims manager for 

iCare, confirming the Applicant’s workers’ compensation claim. Ibrahim wanted to 

confirm that the Applicant had finished work at 12.30pm on Monday 8 May 2023. 

• Mr Ford was shocked by this information that the Applicant was said to have been 

provided and told Ibrahim that the Applicant had been taken back to the yard between 

8am and 9am on 8 May 2023 and that this was confirmed by Mr Rigby who drive him 

back to the yard and told Mr Ford about this upon his return to site at 10am. 

• Mr Ford believed the Applicant was deliberately deceiving iCare and issued him with a 

termination letter given previous incidents. 

 

[66] The Applicant submitted that he did not deliberately deceive anyone and that his 

workers compensation payments did not commence until 9 May 2023. The Applicant submits 

he was stressed, bullied, humiliated and racially discriminated against and, in addition to the 

injury to his hand, “was in no mental mind frame to return to work”. During the hearing the 

Applicant’s evidence was that he told the insurer he was unsure about the time he left site and 

explained what had happened.  

 

Findings regarding the Code 

 

[67] As noted above, the Respondent provided a series of reasons for dismissing the 

Applicant. These included that the Applicant: 

 

1. used a company fuel card for personal use without authorisation from June to August 

2022;  

2. removed Mr Ford’s wallet from a truck, took approximately $600 in cash from that 

wallet and discarded the wallet when at a work site on 7 March 2023; 

3. abandoned work with no communication on 8 May 2023 and failed to report an injury 

in a timely manner; 

4. lied to the Respondent’s workers’ compensation insurer on 15 May 2023 regarding the 

time he left site on 8 May 2023. 

 

[68] I note that the none of the first three reasons resulted in the Applicant’s immediate 

dismissal. Rather, it appears to have been the fourth reason that triggered the Applicant’s 

dismissal without notice, notwithstanding that the other reasons provide relevant context such 

that the fourth reason may be considered as ‘the final straw’ for the Respondent.  

 

[69] During the hearing Mr Ford was asked why his belief that the Applicant had lied to the 

workers’ compensation insurer was the deciding factor in relation to the Applicant’s dismissal. 

In response Mr Ford said that he did “not like lying” and did “not like people distorting the 

facts in their favour”. The evidence leads me to a conclusion that certain events dating back to 

2022 had led Mr Ford to form the view that the Applicant was a dishonest person.  
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[70] In relation to the circumstances surrounding the fuel card usage, I accept Mr Ford’s 

evidence that the Respondent’s vehicles driven by the Applicant took diesel fuel. This is evident 

in the fuel card statements that show transactions for diesel fuel in relation to each of these 

vehicles. I also accept that that the Applicant used these cards to purchase premium unleaded 

fuel. While the Applicant submits that the fuel card was used to fill up company vehicles and 

company fuel storage containers, the Respondent submitted that only the Respondent’s 

chainsaws and two stump grinders (which are rarely used) take unleaded fuel (rather than 

premium unleaded) and that the unleaded fuel container is kept in another vehicle. The 

Respondent submitted that a fuel container is 20 litres, and the Respondent has four of them 

which are filled up at the same time. The fuel card statements filed by the Respondent highlight 

a number of transactions. These include purchases: 

 

• on Wednesday 24 August 2022 for 40.15 litres of ‘VPower’ fuel at Moss Vale; 

• on Sunday 28 August 2022 for 30.43 litres of ‘VPower’ fuel at Moss Vale; 

• on Friday 2 September 2022 for 39.93 litres of premium unleaded fuel at Balaclava; 

• on Saturday 3 September 2022 for 39.99 litres of ‘VPower’ fuel at Moss Vale; 

• on Friday 9 September 2022 for 41.5 litres of ‘VPower’ fuel at Moss Vale; 

• on Monday 12 September 2022 for 40.15 litres of ‘VPower’ fuel at Moss Vale. 

• on Monday 19 September 2022 for 37.77 litres of premium unleaded fuel at Balaclava. 

 

[71] I note that Moss Vale is where the Applicant lives, that some of the transactions are on 

non-working days and that the transactions are for a similar quantum of fuel each time and that 

the purchases are for premium unleaded or ‘VPower’ fuel and that purchases for diesel fuel are 

made on different dates. On the balance of probabilities, I accept that the transactions appear to 

be fuel purchases for a vehicle other than the Respondent’s vehicle, that the Applicant was not 

authorised to make these purchases and that this constituted misconduct. However, it is apparent 

that Mr Ford had given the Applicant another chance and decided not to dismiss the Applicant 

at this time. While this is the case, following the initial issue concerning the fuel card it is 

apparent from subsequent events that Mr Ford became suspicious of the Applicant, and this 

leads to the circumstances surrounding the missing wallet. 

 

[72] At least one other employee of the Respondent, Mr Holmes, was aware of the existence 

of wallet in the truck that Mr Ford had parked near the worksite on 7 May 2023 as this had 

prompted him to call Mr Ford and let him know that he had left it in the truck on the dashboard. 

It is apparent that Mr Holmes did not attempt to move the wallet to a secure location until Mr 

Ford’s return. The Respondent appears to infer that the fact the Applicant left site to drive to 

the toilet and purchase food and drinks suggest that he had stolen the wallet in order to do this. 

However, the evidence of Mr Holmes is that the Applicant had already left the worksite when 

Mr Holmes found the wallet and made the call to Mr Ford. Mr Holmes’ evidence was that when 

the Applicant returned from the shops, he told him that Mr Ford was coming back to pick up 

his wallet. It is unclear why Mr Holmes felt the need to tell the Applicant this. It is possible that 

money could have been removed from the wallet prior to the Applicant leaving for the shops 

but this would mean that when he returned and was told by Mr Holmes that Mr Ford was on 

his way back, he would have needed to have taken the wallet from the truck and disposed of it 

and risk getting caught in the process.  

 

[73] The Respondent appears to attach some weight to the location where the wallet was 

found in drawing an inference that the wallet was taken by the Applicant however the 
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Respondent’s own evidence was that the wallet was found by a dog. It is possible that the dog 

could have moved the wallet from its original location. It is also possible that the persons who 

found the wallet may have interfered with its contents and while the client and person in the 

neighbouring property used to access the site may have told Mr Ford they had not seen anybody 

except the Respondent’s employees on site that morning, at the very least multiple employees 

of the Respondent and persons residing at the site and neighbouring property were in the 

vicinity.  

 

[74] Mr Ford’s evidence was that on 9 March 2023 he spoke to all employees about the 

incident and what they thought, and all employees said they suspected the Applicant of taking 

the wallet. In a small business where there are only six employees and where there is a risk that 

other employees may have been suspected this may have been a self-serving response from 

those who were on site at the time. Mr Roberts, for example, who was not on site at the time 

said in his evidence that he suspected two or three people may have taken the wallet. 

 

[75] However, it is apparent from the evidence that Mr Ford believed the Applicant took the 

wallet as he took the unusual step of asking the Applicant’s colleagues on 9 March 2023 

whether they felt comfortable about the Applicant still working for the Respondent. The 

Applicant suggests a racial motivation for this belief and the witness evidence is contradictory 

regarding whether racially offensive comments were made to the Applicant in connection with 

the situation. I do not conclude that the suspicion was racially motivated however it seems likely 

that Mr Ford was already suspicious of the Applicant given the previous incident involving the 

fuel card at the time the wallet went missing. Having regard to the evidence available to Mr 

Ford, I do not however accept that there was a reasonable basis for Mr Ford’s belief. There 

were a number of employees on site as well as owner of the occupants and at least one other 

employee who was aware of the existence of the wallet in the truck and the evidence does not 

point to one particular person. It is likely a lack of evidence that led to Mr Ford’s decision not 

to dismiss the Applicant. 

 

[76] It is apparent to me that Mr Ford’s distrust of the Applicant persisted. Mr Holmes’ 

evidence suggests that on Friday 5 May 2023, Mr Ford made a comment to him after learning 

that the Applicant purchased pizzas for the crew that was along the lines of “should I go and 

check my wallet”. I am satisfied that Mr Holmes communicated this to the Applicant. It is 

unclear to me whether this was communicated to the Applicant on the Friday or Monday 

however it is apparent to me that the Applicant became very angry and upset as a result of 

learning of the comment. I am satisfied that the Applicant was so upset and angry about this 

comment that when he saw Mr Ford on site on Monday 8 May he became enraged to the point 

that he felt he needed to leave the site. The Applicant does not deny that he did not tell Mr Ford 

he was leaving however did say he had told Mr Holmes who was acting site supervisor in Mr 

Ford’s absence. 

 

[77] I accept that Mr Ford believed that the Applicant had left site without communication 

to him however I am not satisfied that Mr Ford believed that this conduct justified immediate 

dismissal at this point. To the contrary, when the Applicant next made contact with Mr Ford 

via a text message that attached his medical certificate expressed that he would facilitate the 

claim, did not make enquiries of the Applicant about the reasons for his conduct and continued 

to pay the Applicant’s wages for the balance of the week. Mr Ford’s evidence during the hearing 

was that he assumed the Applicant left work because of the ‘workers’ compensation issue’ and 
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that he didn’t know the reason why the Applicant left the site until the Thursday or Friday 

before the hearing.  

 

[78] During the hearing Mr Ford said the reason for the Applicant’s dismissal was because 

the Applicant had lied to the workers’ compensation insurer, EML. In these circumstances I am 

satisfied that the Applicant’s dismissal occurred with immediate effect, without provision of 

notice, on the ground of serious misconduct and as such, the provisions of the Code in relation 

to ‘Summary Dismissal’ warrant consideration. 

 

[79] In Harley v Rosecrest Asset Pty Ltd T/A Can Do International6  Deputy President 

McCarthy said: 

 

 “[8] For an employer to believe on reasonable grounds that the employee’s conduct is 

sufficiently serious to justify immediate dismissal, it is firstly necessary for the employer 

to establish that the employer did in fact hold the belief that as a matter of fact that (i) 

the conduct was by the employee; (ii) the conduct was serious; and (iii) that the conduct 

justified immediate dismissal. This is to be contrasted to the provisions of s.387(a) where 

FWA, in determining whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal, must find 

whether the conduct in fact occurred. 

 

[80] It is apparent to me that Mr Ford believed that the Applicant had lied to the workers’ 

compensation insurer following his conversation with the EML representative, that he 

considered this to be a serious matter and that, in the context of previous concerns he had about 

the Applicant, Mr Ford believed this justified immediate dismissal.  

 

[81] A subsequent question arises as to whether this belief was, objectively speaking, based 

on reasonable grounds. 

 

[82] In Narong Khammaneechan v Nanakhon Pty Ltd ATF Nanakhon Trading Trust T/A 

Banana Tree Cafe  Deputy President Bartel said: 

 

 “[60] At the outset it is appropriate to note that unlike a consideration of the dismissal 

of an employee of a business that is not a small business employer, the function of FWA 

is not to determine on the evidence whether there was a valid reason for dismissal. That 

is, the exercise in the present matter does not involve a finding on the evidence as to 

whether the applicant did or did not steal the money. The application of the Small 

Business Fair Dismissal Code involves a determination as to whether there were 

reasonable grounds on which the respondent reached the view that the applicant’s 

conduct was serious enough to justify immediate dismissal. As such, the determination 

is to be based on the knowledge available to the employer at the time of the dismissal, 

and necessarily involves an assessment of the reasonableness of the steps taken by the 

employer to gather relevant information on which the decision to dismiss was based.” 

 

[83] As such, the Commission does not have to make a finding, on the evidence, whether the 

conduct occurred but needs to find whether the employer had a reasonable belief that the 

conduct of the employee was serious enough to warrant immediate dismissal.7 It is not 

necessary for the Commission to determine whether the employer was correct in the belief that 

it held.8 
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[84] As to whether a belief is held on reasonable grounds in Harley v Rosecrest Asset Pty Ltd 

T/A Can Do International9  Deputy President McCarthy said: 

 

 [9] Secondly, it is necessary for the employer to establish that there are reasonable 

grounds for the employer holding the belief. It is thus necessary for the employer to 

establish a basis for the belief held which is reasonable. In this regard it would usually 

be necessary for the employer to establish what inquires or investigations were made to 

support a basis for holding the belief. It would also ordinarily be expected that the belief 

held be put to the employee, even though the grounds for holding it may not be. Failure 

to make sufficient inquiries or to put the accusation to the employee in many 

circumstances might lead to a view that there were no reasonable grounds for the belief 

to be held.” 

 

[85] For the reasons that follow, I am not satisfied that Mr Ford held reasonable grounds for 

holding the belief that the Applicant had lied to the workers’ compensation insurer. In 

particular, Mr Ford did not ask the Applicant for his side of events regarding what was said to 

the insurer and why. Rather, Mr Ford unreasonably jumped to his conclusion. The Applicant’s 

evidence was that he told the insurer he was unsure about the time he left site and explained 

what had happened. The Applicant also indicated he could not remember the specific time he 

left site on 8 May 2023 because he was so upset and angry at that time, following the comment 

made about the wallet by Mr Holmes that inferred Mr Ford continued to suspect he had stolen 

it. Had Mr Ford made enquiries of the Applicant before acting to dismiss him, Mr Ford would 

have been better placed to form a view about the events that had transpired, including why and 

when the Applicant left site and what was said to the insurer, and whether his belief was held 

on reasonable grounds. The discrepancy in time is also a minor discrepancy involving a few 

hours of difference that seems immaterial as the Applicant submitted that the payment for 

workers’ compensation did not commence until 9 May 2023.  

 

[86] From an objective viewpoint it is also difficult to see why Mr Ford held the belief that 

the Applicant’s representation to the workers’ compensation insurer, even if it was made, 

justified immediate dismissal. It seems that Mr Ford’s decision was unreasonably influenced 

by a series of earlier events including Mr Ford’s belief that the Applicant had stolen the money 

from his wallet and discarded it, a belief that I do not consider was held on reasonable grounds.  

 

[87] In all the circumstances, I am not satisfied that the Respondent has proved that it has 

complied with the Code and find that the Code has not been complied with.  

 

[88] Having considered each of the initial matters, I am required to consider the merits of the 

Applicant’s application. 

 

Was the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable? 

 

[89] Section 387 of the FW Act provides that, in considering whether it is satisfied that a 

dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable, the Commission must take into account: 

 

(a) whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal related to the person’s capacity or 

conduct (including its effect on the safety and welfare of other employees); and 
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(b) whether the person was notified of that reason; and 

 

(c) whether the person was given an opportunity to respond to any reason related to the 

capacity or conduct of the person; and 

 

(d) any unreasonable refusal by the employer to allow the person to have a support 

person present to assist at any discussions relating to dismissal; and 

 

(e) if the dismissal related to unsatisfactory performance by the person – whether the 

person had been warned about that unsatisfactory performance before the dismissal; 

and 

 

(f) the degree to which the size of the employer’s enterprise would be likely to impact 

on the procedures followed in effecting the dismissal; and 

 

(g) the degree to which the absence of dedicated human resource management 

specialists or expertise in the enterprise would be likely to impact on the procedures 

followed in effecting the dismissal; and 

 

(h) any other matters that the FWC considers relevant. 

 

[90] I am required to consider each of these criteria, to the extent they are relevant to the 

factual circumstances before me.10 

 

[91] I set out my consideration of each below.  

 

Section 387 (a) - Was there a valid reason for the dismissal related to the Applicant’s 

capacity or conduct? 

 

[92] In order to be a valid reason, the reason for the dismissal should be “sound, defensible 

or well founded”11 and should not be “capricious, fanciful, spiteful or prejudiced.”12 However, 

the Commission will not stand in the shoes of the employer and determine what the Commission 

would do if it was in the position of the employer.13 

 

[93] Where a dismissal relates to an employee’s conduct, the Commission must be satisfied 

that the conduct occurred and justified termination.14 “The question of whether the alleged 

conduct took place and what it involved is to be determined by the Commission on the basis of 

the evidence in the proceedings before it. The test is not whether the employer believed, on 

reasonable grounds after sufficient enquiry, that the employee was guilty of the conduct which 

resulted in termination.”15  

 

[94] As I have noted above, the Respondent provided a series of reasons for dismissing the 

Applicant. These included that the Applicant: 

 

1. used a company fuel card for personal use without authorisation from June to August 

2022;  
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2. removed Mr Ford’s wallet from a truck, took approximately $600 in cash from that 

wallet and discarded the wallet when at a work site on 7 March 2023; 

3. abandoned work with no communication on 8 May 2023 and failed to report an injury 

in a timely manner; 

4. lied to the Respondent’s workers’ compensation insurer on 15 May 2023 regarding the 

time he left site on 8 May 2023. 

 

[95] The Respondent submitted that the Applicant’s employment was “not terminated for 

being on workers compensation, more that he had deliberately lied to Ibrahim H (appointed 

claims manager for ICARE) and mislead him about the time he had left site. This was the final 

straw that broke the camel’s back regarding [the Applicant’s] employment with [the 

Respondent].” 

 

[96] I have earlier noted the none of the first three reasons resulted in the Applicant’s 

immediate dismissal. Rather, it appears to have been the fourth reason that triggered the 

Applicant’s dismissal; however, the earlier events provide relevant context in that they led Mr 

Ford to form a view that the Applicant was a dishonest person who he could no longer employ.  

 

[97] I have earlier found that between August and September 2022 the Applicant did use the 

company fuel card for personal use to buy premium unleaded fuel without authorisation. 

However, Mr Ford did not dismiss the Applicant at this time and decided to give him another 

chance.  

 

[98] When Mr Ford’s wallet went missing on 7 March 2023 it was the Applicant that Mr 

Ford suspected. As I have earlier noted, the evidence regarding the stolen wallet does not point 

to any one person and does not establish that the Applicant took the money from the wallet and 

discarded it.  

 

[99] The Respondent also contended that the Applicant abandoned work with no 

communication on 8 May 2023 and failed to report an injury in a timely manner. The 

Applicant’s evidence was that he started working but became very angry and upset and felt that 

he needed to leave site and go home to ‘cool down’. The Applicant said he told his colleagues, 

Mr Rigby, Mr Tansey and Mr Holmes, that he was leaving, and that Mr Rigby dropped him off 

into the yard. The Applicant said he was not in the right frame of mind and could not recall 

what time he left. The Applicant said he was so upset at that point that he did not communicate 

with Mr Ford about leaving the site and that he did not communicate with Mr Ford until he sent 

him the doctor’s certificate.  

 

[100] Mr Holmes’ evidence was that the Applicant did not tell him he left site on 8 May and 

that he found out from Mr Rigby when he had returned from dropping him off at the yard. Mr 

Holmes also said that he made the wallet comment to the Applicant on Friday and that that the 

Applicant brought it back up on the Monday.  

 

[101] It seems likely that Mr Holmes, who was acting supervisor in Mr Ford’s absence, knew 

that the Applicant was upset and angry on the Monday morning and I accept that at least one of 

the Applicant’s colleagues knew that he left site as a consequence. While I accept the 

Applicant’s evidence that he was very angry and upset about the comment that Mr Holmes had 

made to him regarding the wallet and felt he needed to remove himself from the situation, his 
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communication about his reasons for doing so and about his inability to attend work due to 

illness or injury could have been better. In particular, he should have contacted Mr Ford to let 

him know he was unfit for work and would not be in the following day. While I accept that the 

Applicant was angry there is no evidence before me to establish that his illness or injury was 

such that he was not able to contact Mr Ford for this purpose.  

 

[102] However, I am not satisfied based on the evidence before me that the Applicant lied to 

the workers’ compensation insurer. I accept the Applicant’s evidence that at the time he left site 

and returned to the yard on 8 May 2023 he was very angry and upset and that when gave the 

insurer his account of events he may not have known the precise time he left his workplace. 

Even if the Applicant did tell the insurer that he left site at 12.30pm rather than between 8am 

and 9am, I consider it unlikely that the Applicant was intending to deceive the insurer as it is 

not apparent to me that the Applicant stood to gain anything from making this representation.  

 

[103] In summary, I have earlier found that the Applicant did use a company card for personal 

use in August and September 2022, but this was not the ultimate reason for the dismissal seven 

months later, with the Applicant having been given another chance. I am not persuaded based 

on the evidence before me that the Applicant stole Mr Ford’s wallet or the money from it or 

that he lied to the workers’ compensation insurer or that he was otherwise dishonest since the 

issue concerning personal use of the company fuel card 8 months prior to his dismissal.  

 

[104] While Mr Ford suggests that the workers’ compensation claim was made “out of spite” 

due to the comments made in relation to the wallet, the WorkCover NSW Certificate of 

Capacity filed by the Applicant indicates that the Applicant was assessed by his treating doctor 

as having no work capacity up until at least 26 May 2023 as a result of his finger injury. While 

the Applicant’s communication with Mr Ford about leaving site on 8 May 2023 could have 

been better, the Applicant submitted that in addition to the injury to his hand he “was in no 

mental mind frame to return to work”. The medical certificate does not state the Applicant’s 

mental state impacted his ability to attend for work, however I accept that the Applicant was 

very angry when he left site after he became aware of comments made by Mr Ford that related 

to earlier and unsubstantiated allegations of theft concerning the wallet. While this does not 

entirely excuse the Applicant’s poor communication with Mr Ford concerning his leaving site 

on 8 May 2023 and the reasons for this, the Applicant’s poor communication is not enough in 

itself to establish a “sound, defensible or well founded”16 reason for the dismissal. It also seems 

likely that the decision to dismiss the Applicant was prejudiced in that Mr Ford had made his 

mind up about the Applicant being a dishonest person, in part on account of a belief he formed 

about the Applicant’s theft of the wallet absent evidence to substantiate such theft.17 In all the 

circumstances of this matter, I find that there is no valid reason for the dismissal.  

 

Section 387 (b) - Was the Applicant notified of the valid reason? 

 

[105] Proper consideration of s.387(b) requires a finding to be made as to whether the 

applicant “was notified of that reason”. Contextually, the reference to “that reason” is the valid 

reason found to exist under s.387(a).18 

 

[106] As I am not satisfied that there was a valid reason related to dismissal, this factor is not 

relevant to the present circumstances.19 
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Section 387 (c) - Was the Applicant given an opportunity to respond to any valid reason 

related to their capacity or conduct? 

 

[107] As I have not found that there was a valid reason related to dismissal, this factor is not 

relevant to the present circumstances.20 

 

Section 387(d) - Did the Respondent unreasonably refuse to allow the Applicant to have a 

support person present to assist at discussions relating to the dismissal? 

 

[108] There were no discussions relating to the dismissal prior to the Applicant’s dismissal 

and this factor is not relevant to the present circumstances. 

 

Section 387(e) - Was the Applicant warned about unsatisfactory performance before the 

dismissal? 

 

[109] As the dismissal did not relate to unsatisfactory performance, this factor is not relevant 

to the present circumstances. 

 

Section 387(f) and (g) - To what degree would the size of the Respondent’s enterprise and 

absence of dedicated human resource management specialists or expertise be likely to 

impact on the procedures followed in effecting the dismissal? 

 

[110] It is apparent that the Respondent was a small business and did not have any human 

resources management specialists or experts at the time of the Applicant’s dismissal.  

 

[111] Notwithstanding this, while the FW Act recognises that “small business are genuinely 

different in nature both organisationally and operationally”,21 it does not follow that such an 

employer’s procedures in effecting a dismissal can be entirely devoid of fairness. Further, the 

absence of dedicated human resource management specialists does not relieve an employer of 

extending an appropriate degree of courtesy to its employees “even when implementing 

something as difficult and unpleasant as the termination of a person’s employment.”22 The size 

of the business and absence of human resources did not, in my view, prevent the Respondent 

from providing the Applicant with an opportunity defend himself before the decision to dismiss 

him was made. This was an opportunity that should have been extended to the Applicant in a 

common sense way. 

 

What other matters are relevant? 

 

[112] Section 387(h) requires the Commission to take into account any other matters that the 

Commission considers relevant.  

 

[113] Procedural fairness is a factor that the Commission may take into consideration when 

deciding if a dismissal has been harsh, unjust or unreasonable. It concerns the decision-making 

process followed or steps taken by a decision maker, rather than the actual decision itself. 

Ordinarily, procedural fairness requires that an allegation be put to a person and they be given 

an opportunity to answer it before a decision is made.23 I do not consider that the Applicant had 

a proper opportunity to answer the allegations of misconduct or defend himself before the 
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decision to dismiss him was made and consider that he was not afforded procedural fairness in 

this regard. 

 

Is the Commission satisfied that the dismissal of the Applicant was harsh, unjust or 

unreasonable? 

 

[114] I have made findings in relation to each matter specified in section 387 as relevant. 

 

[115] I must consider and give due weight to each as a fundamental element in determining 

whether the termination was harsh, unjust or unreasonable.24 

 

[116] Having considered each of the matters specified in section 387 of the FW Act, I am 

satisfied that the dismissal of the Applicant was harsh, unjust and unreasonable because the 

Applicant was dismissed without notice and without an opportunity to defend himself before 

the decision to dismiss him was made and because in all the circumstances there was no valid 

reason for the dismissal.  

 

Conclusion 

 

[117] I am therefore satisfied that the Applicant was unfairly dismissed within the meaning of 

section 385 of the FW Act. 

 

Remedy 

 

[118] Being satisfied that the Applicant: 

 

• made an application for an order granting a remedy under section 394; 

• was a person protected from unfair dismissal; and 

• was unfairly dismissed within the meaning of section 385 of the FW Act, 

 

I may, subject to the FW Act, order the Applicant’s reinstatement, or the payment of 

compensation to the Applicant. 

 

[119] Under section 390(3) of the FW Act, I must not order the payment of compensation to 

the Applicant unless: 

 

(a) I am satisfied that reinstatement of the Applicant is inappropriate; and 

 

(b) I consider an order for payment of compensation is appropriate in all the 

circumstances of the case. 

 

Is reinstatement of the Applicant inappropriate? 

 

[120] The Applicant did not seek an order for reinstatement and does not wish to return to the 

workplace given the poor relationship between himself and Mr Ford who is the owner of the 

business. As stated by a Full Bench, “[i]n assessing whether reinstatement is an appropriate 

remedy, it is obviously relevant as to whether the dismissed employee has obtained alternative 

employment. Where that new employment is satisfactory to the employee, it will be no remedy 
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at all to reinstate the employee to the pre-dismissal employment to which the employee, for 

well-founded reasons, has no desire to return.”25 

 

[121] Having regard to the matters referred to above, I consider that reinstatement is 

inappropriate. I will now consider whether a payment for compensation is appropriate in all the 

circumstances. 

 

Is an order for payment of compensation appropriate in all the circumstances of the case? 

 

[122] Having found that reinstatement is inappropriate, it does not automatically follow that a 

payment for compensation is appropriate. As noted by the Full Bench, “[t]he question whether 

to order a remedy in a case where a dismissal has been found to be unfair remains a discretionary 

one…”26 

 

[123] Where an applicant has suffered financial loss as a result of the dismissal, this may be a 

relevant consideration in the exercise of this discretion.27 

 

[124] The Applicant has indicated that he did not find another job until 11 September 2023, 

and I am satisfied that he has suffered financial loss as a result of the dismissal.  

 

[125] In all the circumstances, I consider that an order for payment of compensation is 

appropriate. 

 

Compensation – what must be taken into account in determining an amount? 

 

[126] Section 392(2) of the FW Act requires all of the circumstances of the case to be taken 

into account when determining an amount to be paid as compensation to the Applicant in lieu 

of reinstatement including: 

 

(a) the effect of the order on the viability of the Respondent’s enterprise; 

 

(b) the length of the Applicant’s service; 

 

(c) the remuneration that the Applicant would have received, or would have been likely to 

receive, if the Applicant had not been dismissed; 

 

(d) the efforts of the Applicant (if any) to mitigate the loss suffered by the Applicant 

because of the dismissal; 

 

(e) the amount of any remuneration earned by the Applicant from employment or other 

work during the period between the dismissal and the making of the order for 

compensation;  

 

(f) the amount of any income reasonably likely to be so earned by the Applicant during the 

period between the making of the order for compensation and the actual compensation; 

and 

 

(g) any other matter that the Commission considers relevant. 
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[127] I consider all the circumstances of the case below. 

 

Section 392(2)(a) - Effect of the order on the viability of the Respondent’s enterprise 

 

[128] As the Commission observed in the context of earlier legislation, “where an employer 

seeks to rely on the circumstances referred to in s.170CH(7)(a) [which was in terms 

substantially the same as s.392(2)(a)], the employer must present evidence and/or argument as 

to the financial situation of the undertaking and the likely effect that an order for compensation 

would have on the viability of the undertaking...”28There is no evidence before me to establish 

that an order for compensation would have an effect on the viability of the employer’s 

enterprise. 

 

Section 392(2)(b) - Length of the Applicant’s service 

 

[129] The Applicant’s length of service was 1 year and two months. This is not a particularly 

long period of time and does not support reducing nor increasing the amount of compensation 

ordered. 

 

Section 392(2)(c) - Remuneration that the Applicant would have received, or would have 

been likely to receive, if the Applicant had not been dismissed 

 

[130] As stated by a majority of the Full Court of the Federal Court, “[i]n determining the 

remuneration that the Applicant would have received, or would have been likely to receive… 

the Commission must address itself to the question whether, if the actual termination had not 

occurred, the employment would have been likely to continue, or would have been terminated 

at some time by another means. It is necessary for the Commission to make a finding of fact as 

to the likelihood of a further termination, in order to be able to assess the amount of 

remuneration the employee would have received, or would have been likely to receive, if there 

had not been the actual termination.”29 

 

[131] It is apparent that the relationship between the Applicant and Mr Ford was not a good 

one and it is likely that at some stage in the foreseeable future the Applicant would have left his 

employment with the Respondent as a result. However, the Applicant resides in a regional area, 

and it seems likely that had the Applicant not been dismissed he would not have continued 

working with the Respondent until he found a new job. Given that the Applicant was only 

successful in doing so on 11 September 2023, 16 weeks and 5 days post his dismissal, I consider 

it likely that he would have continued working for a further period of 18 weeks.  

 

[132] The Applicant provided information after the hearing suggesting that the Applicant’s 

average earnings over six particular pay periods between January 2023 and March 2023 was 

$1,828.16 including overtime and penalties. However, this information was not provided during 

the hearing, and I am not satisfied that it should be taken into account in an assessment of what 

would have been earned post dismissal. The Applicant’s guaranteed base earnings were $1440 

per week during his employment with the Respondent and I estimate the remuneration he would 

have been likely to receive as $25,920. 
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Section 392(2)(d) - Efforts of the Applicant to mitigate the loss suffered by the Applicant 

because of the dismissal 

[133] The Applicant must provide evidence that they have taken reasonable steps to minimise 

the impact of the dismissal.30 What is reasonable depends on the circumstances of the case.31 

The Applicant said he had been searching for a job and was ultimately able to secure alternative 

employment on 11 September 2023. I am satisfied that the Applicant has taken steps to mitigate 

the loss suffered. 

 

Section 392(2)(d) and (f) - Amount of remuneration earned and reasonably likely to be 

earned 

 

[134] The Applicant’s evidence is that he has not found alternative employment. I have earlier 

found that the Applicant would have remained in his role for a further 18 weeks.  

 

[135] I sought to clarify what the Applicant had be paid in respect of workers’ compensation 

since the dismissal and in response the Applicant provided an email from the insurer suggesting 

the Applicant received gross payments totalling $3,897.60 in respect of workers compensation. 

Further, since commencement of his employment on 11 September 2023 up until the date being 

18 weeks post dismissal (i.e. 20 September 2023) the Applicant earned a gross taxable income 

of $797.60. 

 

Section 392(2)(g) - Other relevant matters 

 

[136] I have found Applicant used the Respondent’s fuel card for personal use. While this was 

not the ultimate reason for the Applicant’s dismissal, this misconduct occurred only 8 months 

prior to his dismissal and the Applicant was fortunate that the Respondent did not dismiss him 

for this at that time. Further, the manner in which the Applicant left the site on 8 May 2023 and 

the poor communication with Mr Ford upon becoming angry with him, while not in itself 

constituting behaviour warranting dismissal in the circumstances of this case, falls short of 

behaviour that would reasonably be expected of an employee who had to leave work due to a 

work-related injury. I have dealt with this further below. 

 

Compensation – how is the amount to be calculated? 

 

[137] As noted by the Full Bench, “[t]he well-established approach to the assessment of 

compensation under s.392 of the FW Act… is to apply the “Sprigg formula” derived from the 

Australian Industrial Relations Commission Full Bench decision in Sprigg v Paul’s Licensed 

Festival Supermarket (Sprigg).32 This approach was articulated in the context of the FW Act in 

Bowden v Ottrey Homes Cobram and District Retirement Villages33.”34 

 

[138] The approach in Sprigg is as follows: 

 

Step 1: Estimate the remuneration the employee would have received, or have been 

likely to have received, if the employer had not terminated the employment 

(remuneration lost). 
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Step 2: Deduct monies earned since termination. Workers’ compensation payments are 

deducted but not social security payments. The failure of an applicant to mitigate his or 

her loss may lead to a reduction in the amount of compensation ordered. 

 

Step 3: Discount the remaining amount for contingencies. 

 

Step 4: Calculate the impact of taxation to ensure that the employee receives the actual 

amount he or she would have received if they had continued in their employment. 

 

Step 1 

 

[139] I have estimated the remuneration the Applicant would have received, or would have 

been likely to have received, if the Respondent had not terminated the employment to be 

$25,920 on the basis of my finding that the Applicant would likely have remained in 

employment for a further period of 18 weeks. This estimate of how long the Applicant would 

have remained in employment is the “anticipated period of employment”.35 

 

Step 2 

 

[140] Only monies earned since termination for the anticipated period of employment are to 

be deducted36 and I have found that the Applicant received $3,897.60 in respect of workers 

compensation and $797.60 from new employment. 

 

[141] I therefore deduct these amounts from the amount of $25,920, bringing the total to 

$21,224.80. 

 

Step 3 

 

[142] I do not consider there are any contingencies that would have impacted the amount likely 

to be earned by the Applicant for the remainder of the anticipated period of employment and 

have not made any adjustments on this basis. 

 

Step 4 

 

[143] I have considered the impact of taxation but have elected to settle a gross amount with 

taxation to be deducted as required by law. 

 

[144] Having applied the formula in Sprigg, I am nevertheless required to ensure that “the 

level of compensation is an amount that is considered appropriate having regard to all the 

circumstances of the case.”37 ‘ 

 

Compensation – is the amount to be reduced on account of misconduct? 

 

[145] If I am satisfied that misconduct of the Applicant contributed to the employer’s decision 

to dismiss, I am obliged by section 392(3) of the FW Act to reduce the amount I would 

otherwise order by an appropriate amount on account of the misconduct.  
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[146] I am not satisfied that the Applicant lied to the workers’ compensation insurer, being 

the ultimate reason that triggered the Applicant’s dismissal without notice. However, as I have 

noted earlier, I find that Mr Ford had come to view the Applicant as a distrustful employee and 

in that regard, I consider that earlier misconduct contributed to the Respondent’s decision to 

dismiss the Applicant, such misconduct being the Applicant’s used of the Respondent’s fuel 

card for personal use. This was likely exacerbated by Applicant’s act of leaving site without 

communicating this to Mr Ford. 

 

[147] Having regard to the nature of the misconduct and the timing of this prior to the 

dismissal consider it appropriate to reduce the amount of compensation ordered by 30%. 

 

[148] I am satisfied that the amount of compensation that I have determined above takes into 

account all the circumstances of the case as required by s.392(2) of the FW Act. 

 

Compensation – how does the compensation cap apply? 

 

[149] Section 392(5) of the FW Act provides that the amount of compensation ordered by the 

Commission must not exceed the lesser of:  

 

(a) the amount worked out under section 392(6); and 

 

(b) half the amount of the high-income threshold immediately before the dismissal. 

 

[150] The amount worked out under section 392(6) is the total of the following amounts: 

 

(a) the total amount of the remuneration: 

 

(i) received by the Applicant; or 

 

(ii) to which the Applicant was entitled; 

 

(whichever is higher) for any period of employment with the employer during the 26 

weeks immediately before the dismissal; and 

 

(b) if the Applicant was on leave without pay or without full pay while so employed during 

any part of that period – the amount of remuneration taken to have been received by the 

Applicant for the period of leave in accordance with the regulations. 

 

[151] The amount of compensation calculated above is $21,224.80. Applying a 30% reduction 

for the earlier stated reasons, the amount of compensation is reduced to $14,857.36. This is 

below the compensation cap. 

 

[152] In light of the above, I order that the Respondent pay to the Applicant $14,857.36 gross 

less taxation as required by law to the Applicant in lieu of reinstatement within 30 days of the 

date of this decision. 
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